
 

 

SLSNZ Otago/Southland Local Sport Committee Meeting 

Monday 18th January 2016, Sport Otago upstairs staff room 

 

Meeting Participants:  

 

Present: J Davies, J Dobson, D Trembath, M Corboy, C Burrow, M Andrews, B Wolf, D McPhee, D Henderson (Phone) 

   

Apologies: J Coombes, P Gibbons  
  

SLSNZ: S Clutterbuck                                                          

                                                                                                                                                    Meeting started 7:40pm   

    Discussion Notes Decision / Action Items 

1. Welcome/Apologies J Davies welcomed all to the meeting and apologies for P Gibbons and J 

Coombes.  

 

 

  

2. Previous minutes J Davies: S Clutterbuck to ask S Bryce what the other clubs in the 

regions view was on the 25m proposal. 

 

Next Junior Surf Committee meeting:  B Wolf reported the junior surf 

representatives at each club were happy communicating via email rather 

than organising a meeting at this stage. 

 

Junior training for clubs: M Trembath has been to Oreti and Kaka 

Point. Carla Laughton has been helping the Kaka Point girls out with 

training.  

 

S Clutterbuck to follow up with the clubs what has been used and what 

clubs still need some junior training. The funding is at the clubs discretion 

for how they wish to use it towards upskilling the juniors.  

 

O Woods has completed 5 sessions for St Kilda SLSC. 

S Clutterbuck asked S Bryce 

and result was not passed on 

to other regions in SR as 

Otago’s view was against the 

proposal.  



 

 

A Newton payment for December Training: A Newton completed 13 

hours over the two days; 14th and 16th December 2015. He covered one 

session with the seniors and two with the juniors. LSC agreed with rate of 

$20.00. 

 

S Clutterbuck and P Gibbons discussed further payment with A Newton 

and agreed to pay for flights and $100.00 per session. A total of $690.00 

was paid in to A Newton out of the Skill development section of the LSC 

budget.  

 

Feedback: B Wolf – In future we should build transportation plans in to 

the sessions for the gear and members. All sessions were run on the 

harbour and in the club rooms. In the situation of moving to 

alternative/suitable conditions, a plan B needs to be decided.  

 

J Davies moved, seconded C Burrow. 

3. Skeggs The last committee there was a question raised around Mobil Skeggs 

cards and if they are only entitled to receive the grants. 

This is not the case.  

 

In future the Trustees may consider whether someone holds a Skeggs 

fuel card when making their allocations. The fuel cards help raise funds 

to give out in grants. 

 

They now have Skeggs BP cards, so athletes should get behind this 

loyalty programme. 

 

Congratulations to:  

Annie Kennedy Atchison, Olivia Andrew, Bailey Brandham, Lachlan 

Brandham, Carina Donegan, Carina Doyle, Eilis Doyle, Olivia Gold, Jamie 

Harrison, Jordan Lennon, Hannah Matehaere, Liam McKillop, Blake 

Porteous, Erika Fairweather, Lucy Matehaere, Max Wolf, Anaia Wiparata, 

Nathan Wolf, Tomas Woodford-Webb. 

LSC Agenda, place a Skeggs 

deadline on for the March 

round of Skeggs grants. 

 

- Also follow up on members 

receiving them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

S Clutterbuck to follow up with Duane at Sport Otago to see which 

coaches were successful with the Skeggs grants. 

S Clutterbuck emailed on 

19.2.2016. 

 

4. Spot Prizes On the finish line for events hand out spot prizes. S Clutterbuck should 

bring a red vivid to mark each successful person who will receive a prize. 

 

D Trembath and S Clutterbuck to hand out the spot prizes on the day. 

 

5. Otago Senior Sand 

Champs 

Have a free BBQ all day from 10am.  

D Henderson: Kaka Point happy to have some volunteers to help out on 

the BBQ. This will be free for all officials and athletes.  

 

Timetable: D Trembath, C Burrow and M Corboy will work out the times 

on the day.  

 

J Davies: What races and age groups are racing together? To make sure 

everyone is clear about this.  

 

Writing the names down did work well in terms of knowing who is in each 

race. 

 

Do any officials know the whereabouts of the range finder?  

 

S Clutterbuck to email all clubs to remind them of the ones who will be 

“nominated swimmers” for the missing person situation to bring their 

goggles. 

 

S Clutterbuck to purchase 5 sets of snorkel masks.  

S Clutterbuck emailed Budgie 

20/1/16 to confirm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S Clutterbuck purchased 5 

sets of goggles to place in 

missing person box on 22.1.16 

6. Junior Interclub #3 

31st January 2016 

B Wolf: we have moved this interclub to Warrington beach using the first 

interclub event flyer, with the tube rescue etc instead of running it at 

Brighton.  

Warrington is the better alternative to Waikouaiti due to the facilities 

they have at the club. 

 

 



 

 

The third interclub at St Clair was more a fun event, but the feedback 

from junior representatives was to run the first interclub programme as 

practice for the Otago Junior Champs. 

7. Budget Budgets are a work in progress for exclusive of GST. S Clutterbuck to 

request the actual expense sheets. 

 

Skills and development to be updated after the LSC junior coaching 

initiative is added in. 

 

$200.00 for fuel card spot prizes at Otago Champs. 

 

M Corboy and C Burrow to put a wish list of First Aid supplies together for 

what they require for their role. 

 

Dive Otago: S Clutterbuck to get a quote for some dive gloves for laying 

the buoys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S Clutterbuck requested Max 

to order correct supplies 

online. 17.2.16 

8. Event Guards C Burrow, O Woods, B Schievink will get some more training on laying 

buoys for all competitions.  

 

Up to parents and officials for Under 8 and Under 10 arena’s to be in-

water buoys.  

 

Kaka Point have been asked to provide a crew and driver for one IRB at 

Otago Champs. 

 

 

9. General Business J Coombes to send S Clutterbuck a list of the NZ Otago Representative 

Team to represent at the inaugural NZ Representative Event on the 1st 

February 2016. 

Send to all clubs.  

 

J Davies coach on the day, J Coombes and O Woods will help with the 

role of manager as P Casey has stood down for the role as Otago Youth 

NZ Rep team.  

Email sent 20.1.16 



 

 

Skill Development: Follow up on who has done coaching and reimburse 

them for their time.  

 

C Burrow: Do we offer more sessions to the clubs who need more 

training to re-build the skills in their athletes? 

 

J Dobson: St Kilda is really happy with O Woods sessions.  

C Burrow would like to push 4 extra sessions to Kaka Point and St Kilda 

for now, the other clubs can request for more funding when they receive 

their first round of sessions. LSC agreed. 

 

O West to talk to Oreti and see what they are after in future training. P 

Gibbons has a few training days already in the frameworks for Oreti SLSC 

though the LLC.  

 

J Davies will pass on any info for IRB racing from the National Sport 

meeting tomorrow night.  

Clarification: will be passed on after tomorrow’s NSC meeting.  

 

Next meeting – Tuesday 23rd February 2016, 7:30pm                         Meeting closed at 8:32pm 


